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Program on Law and State Government has been
dedicated to fostering the study and research of critical legal issues facing state
governments. It continues to be an honor for me, as the founding Director of the
Since

inception, the

its

Program, to be the custodian of this Fellowship experience at this school. This
year's event. Education Reform and State Government: The Role of Tests,
Expectations, Funding, and Failure, culminates the ideas, research, and work of
the 2008 Program on Law and State Government Fellows, Ms. Jonelle Redelman^
and Mr. Anderson Sanders.^ With this Introduction to the articles by Professor
Michael Heise, Courting Trouble:
Litigation, High-Stakes Testing, and
Education Policy,^ emanating from the symposium and that by Joseph O.
Oluwole and Preston C. Green, HI, State Takeovers of School Districts: Race
and the Equal Protection Clause,^ I share some of my introductory remarks from
the symposium conducting a brief exploration of three aspects of our public
education system which contribute to its failures and its successes: law, money,
and results. Then, this Introduction provides an overview of the symposium: a
day filled with questions about what we get, what we expect, and what we test
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from our political and fiscal investments in public education ^both in our
schools and in our correctional facilities. The Introduction closes with a few
words of thanks to all of those who contributed to the symposium's success.

Law

I.

Unlike the Federal Constitution, every state constitution includes an
education clause which speaks to the duty of the State to provide some sort of
education for its citizens.^ More than three decades ago, the U.S. Supreme Court
stressed that the Federal Constitution makes no mention of education as the Court
declined to recognize a fundamental right to education.^ Since then, state
governments and their respective local governments, from counties to cities to
special school districts have turned to state constitutional clauses, state legislative
funding formulae, and, more often than not, state courts, to calibrate how we
fund our schools, what is fair, and, more recently, what constitutes an adequate
education.^

Scholars suggest that "whether measured in terms of local budgets, the local

government workforce, the impact on local communities or the broader
implications for the economy and society, public elementary and secondary
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local governments."^

Due

in large part to the tradition of public school funding levels being directly related
to local property values,^ state governments and state-wide taxpayer dollars enter

into the education funding formulae primarily as a

way

to equalize the funding,

and hopefully, the educational opportunities for the children of those states. As
a result, state governments are tugged in at least two directions with respect to
public education. The first tug springs from deference to the most local of local
governments, the school districts. As the Supreme Court noted in San Antonio
Independent School District v. Rodriguez,^^ "The persistence of attachment to
government at the lower level where education is concerned reflects the depth of
commitment of its supporters."*^ The second tug derives from states' respective
obligations to provide the requisite amount, whatever that may be, of education
to their children as accorded by their own constitutions.*^
What should the proper state/local balance be? A stark example of how the
balance of state/local contributions to public education can make dramatically
unfair what would, in a vacuum, be seen as a fair way to fund schools is set forth
in a string of cases out of Texas. *^ In Edgewood Independent School v. Kirby,^^
the Texas Supreme Court noted the "glaring disparities" stating that the
"wealthiest district has over $14,000,000 of property wealth per student, while
the poorest has approximately $20,000" of property wealth per student
a 700:
ratio. *^ More than forty state supreme courts in the last four decades, have been
called upon to address disparities in funding formula with more state tax dollars,

—
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different funding formulae, or both.^^ In over half of those cases, the plaintiffs

won

supreme court level with the court
ordering some influx of state-wide, state funded education to offset the
disparities arising from the purely local property tax funding mechanisms.'^
The effect of these victories, although Pyrrhic in some respects due to the
lack of power for the state supreme courts to actually change the funding
formulae set out in legislation, has been to modestly reduce the local share, and
thereby, increase the state share of school funding.'^ Today, the proportional
breakdown of education spending among states and their respective local
governments varies widely. For example. New Mexico has funded as much as

from poorer school

districts

at the state

88%

of the cost of elementary/secondary education, with its specific school
districts contributing \2%}^ In contrast, Nevada currently funds its elementary
and secondary education costs at 38%, the lowest current statewide level, with
67% of its educational funding dollars coming from local school district property
^^

taxes.

A

second result

is

that state courts

have repeatedly had to analyze

state

and education clauses, decide the role of the states
among school districts, and assess the
relationship between the state government and its local governments in financing
public education.^' State governments' increasing involvement in how we
educate our children certainly helped set the stage for the federal government to
become more involved than it ever has been, most recently and clearly, through
the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 (NCLB).^^
So now, state
governments, the quintessential middlemen, find themselves between local
school districts who need state government help, those who do not want any
interference, and federal government mandates to achieve yearly annual
improvement on standardized tests.
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Money

Adolf Moser is credited with saying, "Education costs money, but
then so does ignorance."^^ But what amount of money might Sir Moser be
talking about with respect to the costs of our efforts? What does it or what
Sir Claus

should

it

cost to provide an education to a child?

According to 2006 data, state and local governments together spent between
$5000 (Arizona and Utah) for one year of elementary/primary education and
almost $13,000 (New York and Connecticut) for one year. For that same
academic year, the District of Columbia spent over $15,000 per student, while
Indiana spent almost $9000 per student, with the national average at about
$8500.^"^ According to 2002 census data, the national total of state and local
government spending toward elementary and secondary education in that one
year was over $411 billion.^^ And how do we know what we are getting for that
investment?

One measuring

aimed toward measuring how much kids know. Ranging
scope, purpose, and complexity, these tests are as diverse as the challenges

developed from
in

stick includes results of standardized test scores

tests

facing education in the

first place.

^^

States strapped for money are contemplating scaling down or even
abandoning challenging, custom made state tests which combine essay questions
and problems that require students to explain their answers^^ in favor of cheaper
multiple choice tests. ^^ Even with the scaled back cheaper tests on the rise, the
U.S. General Accounting Office estimated that the cost of six years of
developing, scoring, and reporting the tests would cost about $6 billion.^^
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of the costs of a combination of multiple choice and open ended questions.
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Adding in indirect costs teacher time devoted to coordinating and giving tests
and preparing the students with ongoing "practice" tests would likely drive

—

costs even higher.
While money can be tracked through budgets and accounting, other aspects
of the standardized testing culture are less easily measured. The private testing
companies operate with little to no public accountability. One educational
researcher noted recently that we have more oversight in '"the food we feed our
dogs than in the quality of tests our kids take.'"^^ Even more difficult to measure
is the impact of these standardized tests on the educational environments in our

Scholars continue to study the pedagogical impacts of the tension

schools.

between "teaching to the test" and "educating" the child and the effects of test
distortion on the classroom and its students.^ But in exchange for the money, the
teaching hours, the thousands upon thousands of little circles filled in correctly
or incorrectly, we do get a lot of one thing test results.
^

—

in.

Results

Appendix A represents a sliver of insight from this
deluge of information of how well one set of kids did on one standardized test
administered in Indiana in the fall of 2007. The chart shows passage rates for
different groups of students, grades 3 through 10, on the Indiana Statewide
Testing for Educational Progress (ISTEP). The chart indicates that depending
on a group's race or socio-economic status (indicated by whether the student

The

chart included as

qualifies for the federal free or reduced price lunch program) or educational

program (general education or special education) or English language proficiency
(limited or proficient), the passage rate differs wildly.^^ The last bar on the chart
illustrates the sobering,

but not surprising

statistic, that if

a child

is

black,

requires special education and qualifies for a free lunch, that child falls into a

group with a mere 17% passage rate. Is that a failure or a success? How should
states respond to those scores, those kids? How should we?
In 2005, 71.5% of the senior high school student class of this country
graduated an almost 30% failure rate. Currently, over 85% of U.S. citizens
over the age of twenty-five have high school degrees, thus 15% do not. How far
will the latter statistic fall if current trends continue? These statistics are aptly
captured in an editorial cartoon by John Darkow appearing in the Columbia
Tribune; the artist depicts three kids walking along with their jeans around their

—

hips.

One

kid says to the others,

drop out [of high school]?"

30.

One

"Can you believe

responds, "Dude, that's like half!"^^

Barbara Miner, Keeping Public Schools Public:

Rethinking Sch., Winter 2004-05,

at

1

that thirty percent of us will

Testing

Companies Mine for Gold,

(quoting Walt Haney, Professor of Education

at

Boston

College).

HOW
Phyujs Taub Greenleaf, I'd RATHER BE LEARNING:
Standardized Testing Leaves Learning Behind and What We Can Do (2006).
32. SeeApp.A.
33. John Darkow, Editorial Cartoon, COLUM. Trib., Apr. 2, 2008, n.p., available at
31.

See generally
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Government Fellowship
Symposium of 2008 examined questions about what the law, the money, and the
results mean in terms of America's citizenry, democracy, and future. The first
half of the day focused on the effects of high-stakes testing on student success.
Jonelle Redelman presented her paper, Kids Who Fail: State Governments'
Response to Failure. Ms. Redelman' s introduction of some of the legal and
educational issues surrounding State mandated standardized tests was
complemented by contributions from three experts in the field, hailing from a law
All joking aside, the Program on

State

school, a department of sociology, and a state department of education.

An

accomplished lawyer, scholar and teacher, Professor Michael Heise^"^
shared his thoughts on litigation impacting states' high-stakes testing mandates.
Professor John Robert Warren^^ presented his recent empirical research exploring
the meaning and use of high school exit examination results in the labor market.
Kevin McDowelP^ related Indiana's experience with high school exit
examinations detailing one state's path toward increasing the stakes of its
standardized

tests.

The symposium's afternoon focused on education and testing in the juvenile
Anderson Sanders' Fellowship presentation
entitled. Educating Incarcerated Kids:
Lowering Double Digit Recidivism.
Angel Marks^^ further explored the realities and constraints of measuring
educational success in a paper based on her experiences and findings as a public
defender and a special education advocate. A panel composed of the Honorable
Greg Porter,^^ Laurie Elliott,^^ Susan Lockwood,'^^ Joann Helfereich,"^^ and Angel
Marks rounded out the symposium discussing perspectives on challenges and
opportunities states face as they work toward creating a better system for

justice system beginning with

educating incarcerated youth.
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The questions, problems, and statistics posed during the symposium highlight
some of the challenges in the work ahead as we address the conundrum posed by
Moser's assertion that education does cost money, but so does ignorance.'*^
The Program on Law and State Government thanks the Indiana Law Review for
continuing the dialog of the symposium with its inclusion of pieces on that topic
Sir

in this issue.

The Program

also thanks

all

of those

who made

scholarly

Symposium, especially Professor Michael
Heise, whose work is published in these pages.
Finally, the Program
acknowledges the efforts of the 2008 Fellows, Jonelle Redelman and Anderson
Sanders. My sincere hope is that the ideas emanating from their Fellowship year
contributions to the 2008 Fellowship

continue to inform us

all

as

a better educated citizenry.

42.
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our laws direct our money toward
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